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Editorial
The last hurrah….for now.

Chief Editor
Li Choo

Many revisions of the editorial have taken place which includes a wedding or two and one
funeral but this version would be the final one, once and for all:
Two years ago a team of four members as well as friends, volunteered for duty in the editorial of the club’s magazine initially called “News and Views” and decided to change it to
“In Miniature“. With that change the magazine was going to adopt a new look and feel..
The four issues of Volume 14 made this change a reality but it had a price: Total dedication. The late nights, deadlines, work delegation, differing personalities did not make it any
easier for any of us considering we all had access to computing equipment with suitable
software to create a “professionally” produced magazine. Therein lies the problem: We
were going to produce a “professionally presented” club magazine on a voluntary basis to
which most of the available time was dedicated to presentation, the details in this process
alone is best left asking me in person rather than filling it here.
Personally I found it increasingly difficult to allocate the time to dedicate to the magazine
which in reality required a great deal of focus and concentration to make the magazine consistent from cover to cover…...and almost no time putting a model together. A career
working with computers, after hours at Technical College and my current working status
and conditions does not help either. The four members are still friends albeit wiser from
the experience of producing a club magazine of this calibre. So with that in mind the majority of this team has decided to call it a day.
This issue will be our last issue as the responsible group for the publication of In Miniature.
I would like to thank the modellers who have dedicated some of their time and effort over
the short duration of our editorship in contributing material for the magazine. We will however will remain to contribute new articles for any future publications.

Contributing Editors
Li Choo
Scott Pfaff
Peter Shum
Stuart Coleman
President
Gus Obarzanek

Vice-President
Steve Varhegyi

Secretary
Greg Long

Treasurer:
Warren Baker

Photographer
Pieter Stroethoff

Committee
David Connolly
Jim Travis
Michael Woodgate
Bob Whaites

Future publications will be taken over by Steve MacKenzie, one of the foundation members
of this club with prior editorial experience and I on the behalf of the others wish him the very
best.

Li ChooChief Editor for this issue

IPMS New South Wales
The International Plastic Modellers Society, New South Wales
Branch, Australia, or IPMS New South Wales is a group of enthusiasts devoted to the pursuit and promotion of plastic modelling. The
club meets on the 4th Saturday of each month, except December
when the meeting is held on the second Saturday. Meetings start
at 1:00 PM and are held at
Ryde Senior Citizens Centre
33 Blaxland Road
Top Ryde NSW
Visitors are always welcome to these meetings and see the compe-
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titions, workshops and other various activities held by the club for
people of all ages and varying levels of skill in plastic modelling.
If you would like further information, please phone (02) 9692
8040 or write to :
IPMS New South Wales
c/o P.O. Box 949
Glebe NSW
Australia 2037

,1 miniature
Volume 15 No. 1
INminiature (previously
News & Views) is the official
magazine of IPMS New
South Wales.
Contributions are warmly invited. All due care is taken
for material offered, however
neither the editorial staff nor
IPMS New South Wales accepts any responsibility. Acceptance of material does
not signify a guarantee that it
will be published.
Except where noted, all material in INminiature remains
the copyright of the author,
editors and IPMS NSW. Reproduction of any material is
prohibited without written
permission of the copyright
holder.

Mitchells of 2 Sqn RAAF
Mick Mirkiovic takes another look at
the B-25 Mitchell in RAAF service

8
Driven around the Benz
Warren Meyer accelarates away with
the Tamiya Mercedes-Benz CLKGTR

Please send all correspondence to:
INminiature Magazine
c/o P.O. Box 949
Glebe NSW
Australia 2037
Or by email at:
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peters@sue.econ.usyd.edu.
au
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First Impressions
Academy Messerchmitt Me 163 B/
S Komet

The first time I was aware of Academy’s plan
to release a Me 163 Komet was a random
visit to the manufacturer’s website and one
week later I was a proud purchaser of the
same kit. Initially I would have assumed that
it would have been a copy of the Heller kit
owing to the fact that Academy was providing
a recovery tractor. On opening up the box, I
found that to be the contrary.
The kit comes in three light grey and one

Academy Mitsubishi A6M5c Zero

Just like the Hasegawa kit, it comes with
three light grey and one clear sprue boasting
finely detailed cockpit and a one and a half
radial engine, the front being the full radial
while the rear comes as a half relief. The
cowling is split into three parts so as to facilitate the moulding of the gun ports a little bit
more easily as a separate part. However one
oversight is that the exhaust stacks are
moulded integrally into the fuselage halves
making its removal and replacement with a
more appropriate item a little awkward with

Academy Focke Wulf Fw190D-9

There are three light grey and two clear
sprues supplied in this kit. All of the main
parts are finely engraved and cleanly
moulded. If you have the Hasegawa’s Fw
190D-9 kit and tried to compare it with this
kit, you would swear they were made by the
same tool maker; a statement which should
infuriate the Japanese and have the Koreans
dancing in the streets gleefully. However
there are some differences. The parts breakdown is uncannily similar and no prizes for
guessing why. Academy does outdo Hase-
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clear sprue consisting of parts for either a
single seat interceptor or a tandem seat
trainer plus the previously mentioned recovery tractor. Panel lines are as usual finely
engraved and there is a choice of joysticks
included. The cockpit detail for both versions
are exquisite; the instrument panels and saddle tank straps and associated side panels
for the cockpit are superbly moulded. The
decal sheet provided is glossy with a fairly
good register with stencils for one aircraft.
The squadron choice is obvious: Komets
only flew in one squadron that being JG 400.
There is a choice of three; that being two for
the interceptors and one for the trainer.
Overall the kit is beautifully done and there
are no glaring mistakes from what I recognize
as a Komet anyway. The one thing I noticed
was that there should be some additional
panels with circular ports in them behind the
pilot’s seat but that can be easily fashioned
out of plasticard. The other is the actual
landing skid legs: They should be of a
welded tube contruction totalling to three

legs, not as done by two solid stumps from
Academy. Modeller’s who intend to correct
this please go see a psychiatrist. Despite
these nitpicking detail, I thoroughly recommend this kit as it is now the best available in
this scale.

some careful surgery. On the other hand a
little artistic touch in painting the exhausts
should alleviate that moulded oversight. The
additional parts for the kit are the central drop
tank and the Mark 3 No.3 rocket as quoted by
the Aero Detail Series on the Mitsubishi Zero.
The surface detail of this kit is absolutely fantastic as the panel lines are finely engraved .
The canopy is moulded into three parts for
those who prefer their aircraft with the canopy
open. The decals supplied are nicely printed
with solid looking registration. The hinomarus have been printed separately so one also
has a choice of having the outline either in
white or in green to suit whichever scheme is
selected. Only two schemes are given; one
piloted by Takeo Taminizu of the 203rd
Fighter Group based at Kagoshima in June
1945 and the other a 302nd Fighter Group
machine based at Atsugi in July 1945. Both
have the same colour scheme consisting of
the IJN Dark Green upper and IJN Light Grey
lower with the black cowling. Now you have

it; a Korean company producing a kit of a
Japanese fighter and selling it at less than
half the price of a Japanese produced kit of
the same Japanese fighter. Go figure. I
would recommend this kit for anyone into the
IJNAF or for those starting out.

gawa in the cockpit department with beautifully moulded side and instrument panel details. The kit seat however resembles a car
baby seat and looks nowhere near what is an
acceptable seat for the Focke Wulf. Academy has also slipped up in not incorporating
the strengthening strakes just above the wing
root and just below the canopy line. This is
easily rectified by adding some paper-thin
plastic card cut to shape and glued into position by using reference drawings. As for the
panels in the context of position, shape and
size there are drawings from various sources,
most of them conflicting with each other in
minor detail such that all I can say is this an
accurate enough kit.
Academy has supplied three decal options
together with stenciling for one aircraft. All
three feature RLM83, RLM 75 and RLM 76
camouflage schemes late in the war. The
first was piloted by Oberleutnant Oskar
Romm of IV/JG3 in March 1945. The second

aircraft scheme was piloted by Oberstleutnant Gerhard Michaelski of JG4 in May 1945
and the last by Feldwebel Hagen Forster of 1/
JG 301 in Spring of 1945.
If you do not possess a Fw190D-9 kit yet and
are looking for one, get this one. Guaranteed
shake ‘n bake on the cheap.

Li Choo
Kit: Mitsubishi A6M5c Zero
Scale:1/72nd
Manufacturer: Academy
Type: Injection Moulded
Material: Polystyrene
Price: A$12.00
Supplier: Just Planes, Bankstown

Li Choo
Kit: Mitsubishi A6M5c Zero
Scale:1/72nd
Manufacturer: Academy
Type: Injection Moulded
Material: Polystyrene
Price: A$12.00
Supplier: Just Planes, Bankstown

Li Choo
Reviewer: Li Choo
Kit: Focke Wulf Fw 190D-9
Scale:1/72nd
Manufacturer: Academy
Type: Injection Moulded
Material: Polystyrene
Price: A$12.00
Supplier: Just Planes, Bankstown

Academy T-6G Texan

There are three light grey and one clear
sprues in a sealed bag. Like any other recent
releases from the Far East, it is beautifully
done with engraved panel lines and raised
sections like the upper nose half and the
strake just above the wing root. I cannot determine its accuracy for the moment since I
haven’t any reference drawings to compare
them by. Suffice to say the quality of the
mouldings are at part with Hasegawa but at

Academy “ WW.II Ground Vehicle
Set”

At the moment the Academy juggernaut is
continuing to produce some superb kits and
in their wisdom have decided to release a
vehicle set consisting of two German and one
American utility vehicles suitable for any diorama settings or stand-alone displays. The
vehicles in the kit include the ever popular

less than half the price of the latter it looks
like the Land of the Morning Calm is beginning to set on the Land of the Rising Sun.
Most striking part of the kit is the attempt to
create a three-dimensional effect given the
limitations in injection moulding in the cockpit
detail since the T-6 cockpit had nothing but
tubular frames all around. The incorporation
of the overturn structure as part of the cockpit
wall half is great. Once the cockpit assembly
is complete, it should be a gem. The wheel
well layout has been well thought out in the
attempt to box it in using the middle insert
and lastly the separate exhaust ring is a nice
touch. The engine comes in a half relief plate
but is adequately detailed. Some modellers
may find this unfavourable since the cylinders
are quite exposed so this will come down to
personal taste.
One decal sheet containing markings for a
South Korean, Israeli and an American machine with stenciling for one aircraft is supplied. The decals are thinly printed, glossy
and well defined in colour. The kit instruc-

tions are clearly marked and easily understood by the universal symbolism displayed
for construction and decal placement and
painting instruction. I can now envisage
some fellow modellers clearing out their Airfix
and Testors Texan collection in exchange for
this gem.
If you lurve Texans of the winged variety I
recommend this; two thumbs up.

American Jeep, its German equivalent the
Kubelwagen and the cute little Kettenkrad.
The kit set comes in three light grey and one
clear sprue of exquisitely moulded parts
which when assembled obviously surpasses
any previous releases. All of the three vehicles have detail parts to display their engines.
Yes, it is included in the Kettenkrad as well.
Academy in their wisdom has also decided to
further include some accessories like American and German style jerry cans, oil drums
and wooden crates.
The instructions are well presented and one
could not initially figure it is of Korean origin
until you looked at “Made in Korea” printed at
the side of the box lid.
Building all three of the kits has proven to be
a pleasure; a fitting standard to any Japanese
manufacturer as the parts seem fit together
without any fuss. Personally I would recommend this kit to anyone from the novice who
does not mind a little extra detail to the experienced model maker who wouldn’t mind en-

hancing the already excellent detail provided.

Li Choo

Reviewer: Li Choo
Kit: T-6G Texan
Scale: 1/72nd
Manufacturer: Academy
Type: Injection Moulded
Material: Polystyrene
Price: A$10.00
Supplier: Kellet’s Hobbies, Liverpool

Reviewer: Ian Krestensen
Kit: WWII Gournd Vehicle Set
Scale: 1/72nd
Manufacturer: Academy
Type: Injection Moulded
Material: Polystyrene
Price: A$12.98
Supplier: Hobbytown, Blacktown

Revell Focke Wulf Fw 190F-8/R-14 the stock standard A8/F8 kit; the enlarged tail wells.
and lengthened tail wheel, and ETC 502 weap- For all of the nice detailing, the kit is let down
Torpedo fighter
ons rack to take the torpedo.
by the in moulded sliding canopy frame and
the incorrect canopy and rear headrest coaming. ‘F-8’ version 190’s to my knowledge have
bulbous canopies with a tapered column to
back up the armoured headrest. The kit still
has the straight canopy and headrest frame
distinguishable in A-8 versions. Nevertheless
any skilled model builder can make the necessary corrections.
Highly recommended for anyone who would
like to tackle a version that was never used operationally in large numbers.

By now we all know of Revell’s fabulous release of the Focke Wulf Fw 190A-8’s in their
variants. This torpedo carrying version is the
second of the heavy weapon carrier extends
the kit to the next level. The mould makers
have now put in the distinguishing details that
make this particular aircraft stand apart from

There are now four sprues in the kit; three light
grey and one clear with one well printed decal
sheet in a satin finish with options for two aircraft.
Instructions are presented in two
sheets,19 construction stages, painting and
finishing instructions. The parts have beautifully engraved panel lines, highly detailed
cockpit parts and realistically deep wheel

Reviewer: Li Choo
Kit: Focke Wulf Fw190F-8/R-14
Scale: 1/72nd
Manufacturer: Revell
Type: Injection Moulded
Material: Polystyrene
Price: A$10.20
Supplier: Tom’s Hobbies and Discounts
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Eduard 1/72 Albatros DV/Dva

to speak to the shape of the wings and tail
plane. Nevertheless it would still be a stun-

‘Profipak’ kit is well worth it and for those who
would prefer to put in their own detail without
the aid of the etch metal parts the normal kit
would be a great starting point. However the
decal schemes may be different and also of a
lesser choice.
Reviewer: Li Choo
Kit: Albatross DVa
Scale: 1/72nd
Manufacturer: Eduard
Type: Injection Moulded, photoetched, cold
cast

Things from Eduard are just getting better
and better with each new release. If one
could consider this to be a limited release kit,
the quality of the mouldings indicates otherwise. The 1/72nd scale Albatros D.V/D.Va kit
is the exhibits the company’s amazing ability
to produce limited run kits with the quality of
the mainstream injection moulded kit from
Japan and Korea.
The ‘Profipak’ version I purchased provides a
etch metal sheet with finer detail parts which
cannot be replicated properly on plastic. One
good example is the cooling jackets of the
Spandau machine gun barrels and the radiator shutter with the rod cam and handle assembly below the wing. Furthermore the kit
has a choice of four schemes provided by
decals and some careful painting. Eduard
has also been nice enough to supply a complete lozenge pattern decal set for both the
upper and lower surfaces. The layout of the
lozenge pattern is a 90° angle and pre-cut so

Revell 1/72 P-47M Thunderbolt

These days, when a manufacturer prints a
“NEW!” logo on a kit box we, the cynical and
knowledgeable model making public would automatically say “REHASH!”. Well, Revell’s latest
offering of the P-47M Thunderbolt is definitely
not a rehash or a reissue of any sort. This is a

Decal Sheet Listing JP4801 by
Just Planes
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ning model after application.
As for the injection moulded parts, it is absolutely exquisite, finely detailed in all areas
especially the fabric stretching over the ribs.
All of the little access panels, which cover the
sheet timber fuselage, are finely represented

and so to the finely engraved panel lines.
For the cost of an extra few dollars, the

Material: Polystyrene, brass, resin
Price: A$10.00
Supplier: Kellet’s Hobbies, Liverpool

brand new kit to match if not better any Japanese
or Korean manufactured kit with a kick-in-thepants price.
The kit comes in four extremely light blue
grey and one clear sprues. All parts are
cleanly and beautifully moulded. The panel
lines in the major components are finely engraved and rivet detail indented. Suffice to
say, this is complemented by the beautifully
detailed instrument detail, side cockpit walls,
control column, seat and cockpit floor and
that is just the inside. As for the outside, the
attention to the minutest of detail is exquisite;
the engine cylinders and gearbox housing,
tail wheel covering, open cowl flaps, external
fuel tank racks and the main wheel wells to
name some. I can only guess that the P-47M
is distinguishable from the D version is the
larger engine gearbox housing. The dorsal
fin was retrofitted in the U.K

The decal choice is confined to two aircraft of
the same squadron, that being the 61st
Fighter Squadron, 56th Fighter Group, US 8th
Army Air Force based at Boxted in the United
Kingdom. These particular aircraft sport an
unusual scheme of medium to dark blue upper and side surfaces with natural metal underneath.
I highly recommend it purely it is beautifully
detailed with a an extremely great price.

A surprise entry into the decal market is Just
Planes with a code letter set for RAAF/RAF
aircraft. The decal set is offered in rounded
and squared styles and in 18”, 24” and 30”
sizes. There are two large and two small
sheets supplied, the decal itself has quite a
thin film consisting of letters in pairs and the
print looks pretty opaque and the finish semigloss in appearance. The colour of the lettering is to depict the faded or weathered appearance of the Sky Blue letter codes, which
was used in 1943 to 1944. The set is packaged in a clear plastic bag with a set of instructions on its application and some further
references and acknowledgements. Since
the colour of the decal was nearly the same
as the backing sheet, I had a devil of a time
trying to produce a significant contrast between the two but nevertheless managed to
achieve it so do not be alarmed by the image
you see for this review.
Priced at A$10.00 it is value for money espe-

cially for those who intend to build Imperial/
Commonwealth based aircraft subjects in the
South-West Pacific Theatre of operations in
particular. So if you have Grandpa’s photos
posing with say the Douglas A-20 Boston/
Havoc, Bristol Beaufighter, or even a Curtiss
P-40, this is the perfect set to build a model
in his honour. My thanks to Jeff Iiles of Just
Planes for the sample for review. Now to go
build a Commonwealth subject with wings!!
Li Choo.

Reviewer: Li Choo
Kit: P-47M Thunderbolt
Scale: 1/72nd
Manufacturer: Revell
Type: Injection Moulded
Material: Polystyrene
Price: A$5.95
Supplier: Kellet’s Hobbies, Liverpool

Reviewer: Li Choo
Item: Accessory
Scale: 1/48th
Manufacturer: Just Planes
Type: Decal Sheet
Price: A$10.00
Supplier: Just Planes, Bankstown

Tamiya 1/20 McLaren Mercedes
MP4/13

Tamiya for those who do not know is the largest manufacturer of hobby related products
and with that they can afford to produce excellent injection moulded kits of short lived
subjects like Formula One cars. One of the
latest releases is the McLaren Mercedes
MP4/13 with the attractive various metallic
tone finish characteristic of a team with an
cold hearted objective, agenda and precision
to win races. Unlike the more flamboyant

and colourful rivals, this team epitomises the
way Germans do things: No Frills. The combination of McLaren and Mercedes did prove
to be irresistible giving their drivers, Mika
Hakkinen and David Coulthard standing on
the podium in eight of the races in the 1998
season and thus the constructor’s championship as well.
The kit depicts the car used in the German
Grand Prix in the same year. It comes in two
black and one metallic grey sprue, three water slide decal sheets, one rub on transfer
sheet, four grooved rubber tyres and PVC
wheel inserts and a set of concise instructions to build yourself a replica of a really,
really fast Merc. The kit also supplies two
types of steering wheels or rather yokes as
Mika Hakkinen’s choice was the yoke and
David Coulthard’s the slightly more traditional
wheel. As we all already know any kit
Tamiya produces is a gem so this should not
be an exception to build. The only thing to
consider is the water slide decals depicting
the blended metallic tone finishes. I personally find it unconvincing as it is the limitation

Studio 27 Motor Sport Accessories Reviewer: Li Choo

Accessory: Seat Belt Set FP2005
Scale: 1/20th
Manufacturer: Studio 27
Material: Etch Metal
Price: A$23.70
Supplier: Just Planes, Bankstown

Studio 27 is a Japanese company that produces a
variety of accessories for motor sports kits. It caters for the 1/20th and 1/24th scale Formula 1 for the
former, World Rally and Sport Sedan championships for the latter scale and the products range
from etch metal, white metal and decal sheets for
those who want to add just that little bit more for
their kit sedans. In reality Studio 27 adds detail to
Tamiya cars and maybe to a conservative extent,
Hasegawa and Fujimi kits.

on the reproduction techniques of the decal
sheet. Using the printed tones doesn’t really
hurt the car if you choose to display your
model to the casual oberver but do consider
the alternatives to improve its appearance
should you want to enter it in model making
competitions: Nothing beats extra effort. This
looks like it is going to be a great way to exploit one’s airbrush techniques. That aside I
thoroughly recommend this kit for anyone
interested in Formula One.
The thing now is, whose car should I build?
The Flying Finn or the Swift Scot?
Reviewer: Li Choo
Kit: McLaren Mercedes MP4/13
Scale: 1/20th
Manufacturer: Tamiya
Type: Injection Moulded
Material: Polystyrene, PVC lugs
Price: A$23.74
Supplier: Big W, Chullora

This particular set contains parts to fit out four Formula 1 cars which includes the belt, buckles, helmet communication cable, and other various sashes
to suit out the driver’s seat. Being a Ferrari fan, I
have one of the F189 and the formidable FW310B
in my collection and of late a McLaren Mercedes
MP314. All of them made by Tamiya and excellent
in any way. There is however one flaw which is
common to all of the kits: The seat belt and buckle
come in decal form and at this scale, it is unfortunately extremely toylike. This is where the Studio
27 accessory should replace these parts with their
more realistic items.
This seatbelt set contains buckles made
etched metal, harness clips made of white
metal, pre-cut fabric for the belts and preprinted logos on fabric, and logos printed on
stickers. There are enough parts here for one
1/20th scale seat and two 1/24th scale seats,
and add that extra detail and realism into anyone’s car model, especially the racing variety.
Reviewer: Li Choo
Accessory: Seat Belt Set
Scale: 1/20th and 1/24th
Manufacturer: Studio 27
Material: Etch Metal
Price: A$27.50
Supplier: Just Planes, Bankstown

Fellow modellers share their first looks at new product releases. These are not full reviews where the author has built the model kit or used the
product.
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North American B-25Mitchells
of RAAF No. 2 Squadron

Back in 1985 I wrote an article on the RAAF Mitchell bombers but since then more information has become available and this
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Note:

Upper surfaces:
Under surfaces:
Codes & serial No.:

olive drab 41 - very badly faded.
neutral gray 43.
medium sea grey - freshly painted.
'N' on nose - black.
15 bomb markings under cockpit – medium sea grey.
Insignia - dull blue/white roundels - 6 positions
Fin flashes - both sides of the fins.
the old roundels were removed on fuselage and upper wings.

This was the first Mitchell assigned to No. 2 Squadron, and was used by them from 20 April 1944 till 1 Jan. 1946.

North American B-25D Mitchell, A47-5 (e/n 100-2O752, N5-192, 43-3426), 'KO-N', Dec.
1944.

Bomb Markings under cockpit standard style on No. 2 Squadron’s aircraft.

Fuselage gun packs as fitted
to No. 2 Squadron’s B-25Ds

Mick Mirkovic takes another look at the B-25s in Australian
service.
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1A. Tail gun position as fitted to all the RAAF's B-25Ds with a single .50" MG.

Scheme as above but the olive drab 41 is freshly applied. The 'Q' on the nose is white and there are 8 mission marks.

This was the first B-25 accepted by the RAAF and was used by No. 2 Squadron. from 28 June 1944 till 25 August
1945.

North American B-25D Mitchell, A47-1 (e/n 100-24190, N5-133, 42-87607), 'KO-Q', July
1944.

Position of upperiwng roundels on
all RAAF’s B-25. Underwing roundels in the same position
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Scheme as per ’KO-Q’ except that the codes have faded and are outlined in black, and the 'C' on the nose is black.

Used by the squadron from 25 April 1944 till 19 May 1945.

North American B-25D Mitchell, A47-17 (e/n l00-23595, NS-204, 43-3769),'KO-C', March
1945.
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Red lips, white teeth and black mouth. Eyes are white with red pupils on a black panel with 10
red mission marks above.

B-25J: 1/72nd Italeri, 1/48th Monogram/Pro-Modeller.

Both of these kits will have to be
converted to B-25D-25 standard to
which the RAAF's B-25Ds were.
Tail gun position (drawing #3), and
waist gun positions are similar to
the B-25Js, but are not staggered.
Fuselage side gun packs (drawing
#1b), extra .50" MG in nose and B25J engine cowlings.

Models:
B-25D: l/72nd - Italeri~B-25B/C or
PBJ-1D, 1/48th - Revell.

Sharkmouth:

Scheme as per Drawing #t.

This sharkmouthed B-25 has appeared in numerous publications over the years, but has never been identified till now.
Used by No. 2 Squadron from 20 August 1944 till 21 Dec. 1945.

North American B-25J Mitchell, A47-29 (e/n 108-32441, NS-225, 43-27928), 'KO-D', Nov.
1944.
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Upper surface:
Undersurface:
Codes & Serial No.:

References:
HIGHEST TRADITION (No. 2
Squadron History), by J. BENNETT,
Aust. Government Publishing Service, 1995
N.A. B-25A/J Mitchell, Aircam #22,
Osprey, 1971
Sharkmouth 1945-70, Aircam #54,
Osprey, 1909
B-25 Mitchell in Action, Squadron/
Signal #1034, 1978 Boston,
Mitchell & Liberator in Australian
Service, S. WILSON Aerospace Publications, 1992.

All artwork in this article is by Li Choo
based on the author’s original interpretations

Foliage green K3/177
Black
White (codes outlined in black) 'P' on nose and 10 mission markings - white. No under wing
roundels.

This aircraft was later repainted in this scheme, and was used in Sept. 1945, to repatriate Dutch P.O.W.s from the Celebes Islands, for which it was disarmed of its nose guns, fuselage side gun packs and waist guns.

Used by the No. 2 Squadron from 3 Sept 1944 till 21 Dec. 1945. I originally described this aircraft in my 1985 article in
it’s olive drab/neutral gray colour scheme.

North American B-25J Mitchell, A47-3I (e/n 108-32696, 5-231, 43-28183), 'KO-P', Sept. 1945.

Driven
round the Benz
Above:
Close up the built
modeel
Upper Right:
The cover shot off
the instructions

Warren Meyer goes crazy over the
Tamiya Mercedes-Benz CLK-GTR.
Until recently I have been a strict aircraft modeler and have
never built a car before. I have modeled in many mediums
but very few subjects and decided the time has come for a
change. Tamiya’s reputation was an obvious influence in
my choice and was taken immediately by the sleek lines
(and German badge) of the 1/24th scale Mercedes CLK–
GTR of team CLK Sportswear.
I was at once impressed by the excellent moulding and
high level of detail, unfortunately much of which cannot be
seen now the model is complete. Even the grille headlights and mirrors are chromed and the Mercedes badge is
a separate photo etched metal part. This is great looking
kit

Construction
My first step was to clean up all the parts and position
them. To save time, I sprayed parts in groups with the
same colour. Once most small parts were painted and
detailed I began assembly.
The engine is a neat little package that fits together
beautifully. Tamiya designers are obviously putting a lot
of though into how to best hide seams, rendering a lot of
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my cleaning up unseen.
As a majority of the chassis, cockpit, front intakes and
air cooler intake are carbon fibre, I experimented, trying to
replicate this in scale. At first, all items were sprayed with
Tamiya semi-gloss black. I then searched far and wide for
a cotton cloth with the appropriate weave and eventually
found one suitable. By dipping it in medium grey paint and
daubing it on card stock until almost dry I could then apply
a light fine pattern on each part, a technique almost like
dry brushing. It does take time to master because it is so
subtle in this scale and very easy to overdo.
The chromed master cylinder lid, rocker covers etc
were sprayed with Fiddly Bits Actual Chrome paint and
hose clamps and jubilee clips were made from Tamiya
masking tape sprayed with the same.
The cockpit consists of one major tub detailed with
gear stick, seat, headrest, armrest and dashboard. The
seatbelts are decals but be advised, these are not very
realistic so I left them on the carrier sheet, painted the
edges and glued them to the seat.
The chassis is one major part stretching the length of
tile vehicle but parts A26 and A27 which sit flush with the

underbelly behind the front wheels might have better been
moulded as part or the chassis (Figure No.6). I found with
such a small gluing surface for such large pieces they
readily broke of and were difficult to fill

Body
Once the chassis was complete I turned to the body. After cleaning it up a little I primed it with Tamiya primer. All
the parts were assembled to from two major components.
The front half attached to the chassis and the back half
can be removed to expose the engine. These were filled,
sanded and primed some more. I had a great deal of
trouble hiding the join between the roof and the intake, this
is another piece that might have been better moulded as
part of the body.
Satisfied with the preparation I sprayed the bodyshell
inside semi-gloss black and outside Tamiya Silver TS-17.
To avoid dust contamination this was sprayed in a spray
booth I’m lucky enough to have at work. ( YOU are lucky
your work and hobby are one of the same. Ed. ) Buffing in
between coats with Tamiya buffing compund I then gave it
a thick coat of Testors High Gloss enamel and allowed
this to cure for 48 hours.

Upper: The cover
shot off the instruction sheet.

Decals
The decals themselves came on three sheets, one for the
tyres and two for the bodyshell. They were very thin, very
glossy and very good. I was apprehensive about getting
them right because they arre such an intergral part of this
model. Armed with a copy of Scale Auto Modeller I read
up on how to best apply them. The news was not good
however as the reviewer here began with smaller decals
first grreaduating to the larger and more complex ones.
He mentions creasing, curling and basically difficulty getting the decals to fit around the compound curves. At one
stage he says “….still too creased to really be usable. I
have to confess I was totally fed up with them by this
stage and stripped them off”. Well I am sure you can
imagine the sinking feeling I had upon reading this. Photos of the resulting model on the publication feature several significant decals missing and that added to further
doubt to which I could finish mine. I prepared a sample
piece of styrene sprayed with Tamiya silver and Testors
clear and tested the information decals at the bottom of
the carrier sheet.
Using Testors Decal Set the decals were soaked in
ambient water for 60 seconds and slid into position with a
paint brush. The decal set was pre-applied to the surface
over the decal again and again once in place. To my
amazement there was no need to press the decal down.
As the decal dried, it conformed to the surface without a
hitch. Woo hoo!!
The samples thankfully worked and with that in mind, it
was time to do the deed. Following the Scale Auto reviewer’s method beginning with the smaller decals, I made
slow but steady progress; three days in all accompanied
by television was the time it took to finish. The only additional hitch in the decaling saga was the white background
behind the door numbering; the shape did not quite fit into
the curve but I cut it in two to alleviate the application
problem. (See Figure No.7).
By this stage the car looked great with very thin decals
conforming nicely to the shell. To seal the decals, I decided to give it a coat of Testors High Gloss Clear and it
was at this stage Murphy’s Law was applied. Unlike the
sample the decals on the shell decided to wrinkle up.
Initially it was easy to throw up ones arms and trash it but
thought otherwise and left it aside. 24 hours later, a
calmer and more rational me pondered and hit on the idea
of using Tamiya Buffing compound on the surface. Beginning with a small spot the result was favourable and two
and a half hours later the more exposed areas were
rubbed down flat. Other less accessible areas had to be
done with a cotton bud with limited success. Overall the
appearance was a heck of a lot better.

Left: With the rear
cover off, the fully
detailed
engine
compartment can
be appreciated.
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Figure No.4 – What is in out of the

Figure No.5 – Close up of the engine compartment. Note the wear on
the tyre.

Figure No.6 – Difficulty encountered with the assembly of A26,
A27 to the main chassis
Figure No.7 – Recommended application of this decal

Figure No.8 – The finished replica sans rear engine cowling
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Finishing and weathering
Glass, mirrors, grilles and the other items were attached
and the model really started to come to life. Once the body
and chassis were together a lot of detail got hidden, and I
do not quite like the prospect of the back half going off and
on every time someone want to see the engine detail, as
you must bend and contort it around wheels and exhausts
to fit. Is this common with auto models?
Having seen Le Mans Racing on television I’ve seen that
this type of car starts each race basically new. Wanting to
display it after a bit of driving, however, I spoke to auto
modellers and found out where most of the initial weathering occurs. Sanding down the wearing surfaces of the
tyres, excessive brake dust on bodywork behind the front
wheels and general brake dust application on wheel hubs,
around tyres, and on bodywork adds that element of realism. Also some exhaust staining and mud and exhaust
stains form other cars applied by positioning and airbrushing some overspray from relatively the same postion as
their tyres and exhausts.

Conclusion
My overall impression of the kit is very good. It was a
pleasure to build and looks very attractive once complete. It
did give me a bit of a miserable moment with the wrinkling
decals but the recovery brought a great deal of relief. Now I
know that the Testors may not be the immediate medium to
use on applied decals but my confidence in that product will
not discount it from being used for my next car project, the
Tamiya Nissan R390 GT1. I am sure there a lot of alternatives out there for high gloss coatings. They can include
indoor furniture clear gloss finishes, liquid floor wax like
Johnson’s Kleer or even car wax to name a few.

Figure 8 – 11 – Striking a pose...or two with the sleek CLK.
All photos of this built replica except for figure No.2 are credited to Warren Meyer
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Before Ejection Seats....

Now famous for ejection seats, Martin-Baker
produced one of the allies’ most promising
fighter prototypes during the Second World War,
the MB-5.
These days we associate the name Martin Baker as
a manufacturer of ejector seats and proved their worth
over and over by saving the lives of pilots that would
have otherwise perished in any flying misadventure. Its
website is testament to that belief keeping a score of
those lives saved. Not many of us know that the company at its infancy had undertaken the task to design
and produce a single-seat fighter to the specifications
set out by the Air Ministry in 1938. Adopting manufactur-
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ing techniques and structural layouts from the first attempt four years before in the form of the M.B.1, the M.
B.2 was advanced in terms of servicability and armament requirements, possibly the first to have eight 0.303
inch (7.7mm) guns installed for its first flight. By early
1939, the Aeroplane and Armament Experimental Establishment reported that its engineering and servicing features were favourable but its flying characteristics weren’t.

Above:
MB-5 in full flight
Upper Right:
MB-5 with its early
revieion of the tall
er fin and rudder

By this time it can be speculated that the Air Ministry had
employed Martin-Baker to design new fighter as a possible replacement for the Hurricane and Spitfire. This design was to be the M.B.3; the prototypes in this design
family consisted of three airframes installed with three
different engines, they being the Rolls-Royce Vulture, the
Bristol Centaurus, and the Rolls-Royce Griffon; their designations were respectively called M.B.3.A, M.B.4 and M.
B.5. Dimensionally the M.B.3 was a smaller, aerodynamically cleaner and more powerfully armed than the
Hawker Typhoon despite having identical engines. The
prototype made its first flight on 31 August 1942 but

crashed following an engine failure on 12 September
1942 killing the test pilot. James Martin had by now decided to install a later mark of Griffon engine and contrarotating propellers into the airframe with some additional
redesign to the cooling system. The Air Ministry by this
time had decided that the company should keep developing the fighter with its revolutionary concepts but made no
official plans to have the aircraft mass produced unless
the existing companies like Vickers Supermarine, Hawker
de Havilland could not meet the RAF’s requirements.
The M.B.5 was finally powered with a Griffon Mk 83 with
two three-bladed contra rotating de Havilland propellers
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and completed early in 1944 making its first flight on 23
May 1944. Again like its predecessors the original tail fin
was found to be wanting so a taller fin and rudder was
fitted. By the middle of 1944 it was decided once and for
all that the fighter would not be put into mass production
with the war weighing heavily with the Allies and that jet
propulsion was also in its ascendancy. Martin-Baker by

then had begun concentrating on the development of
ejection seats. Flight evaluations were conducted on the
aircraft right until 1947 and its eventual fate is not exactly
known but most likely destined for scrap.

Top and Bottom Views:
Rear and front three quarter shot of the MB-5 prototype with the early tail fin
Right:
Cockpit layout and constructiion of the MB-5 prototype – Unlike the Spitfire and the Hurricane it
was also the first British fighter to have a floor in the cockpit
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Right :
MB-5 with a late revision of the tall tail and
enlarged tailplane

Below:
Earlier revision of the
MB-5 with original tall
tail but with the MB-3
tail plane

Right:
MB-3 prototype with
six 20 mm cannon
installed.
Below:
The first of the three
MB-3 prototypes

Acknowledgements:
D. Holyland of Martin-Baker
Aircraft
Company Limited.
Photos courtesy of
Martin-Baker Aircraft
Company
Limited.
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Martin Baker MB-5 in
Quarter scale

This is my second attempt at building a vacuum form kit
which I had purchased some ten years ago. This kit
was supplied in two moulded sheets of white styrene
and a clear sheet for the canopy plus one instruction
sheet displaying the placement of the camouflage patterns and decals, a printout of a cockpit cut out. Before
starting, all of the raised panel lines were engraved on
the major parts and then trimmed in accordance to Falcon’s instructions.

Left:
Prefabricated items prior to assembly including the alignment tabs in
the fuselage sides for the cockpit, cockpit, radiator intake, landing gear
and wheel well covers, cockpit, rudder and stick assembly, wing spars
and tail wheel assembly
Page 23, Top Right:
Contra-rotating prop assembly, exhausts wheel well detail prior to assembly
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Alan Yee builds a Falcon
Vacform kit of a MartinBaker MB5 plus some
massive detailing
Left and below:
Two views of the completed subject.
Photos by Pieter Streithoff and Alan Yee respectively
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FUSELAGE.
The halves were cut out, and a joining strip added lengthwise along the top
and bottom halves of the fuselage. (Fig 1) In addition stiffening bulkheads and
cockpit mounting shelves were also made from scratch, trimmed and fitted.
The spars for the wing mounting were fabricated using the kit plan’s front on
drawing to obtain the correct dihedral. I also cut out the spar slots in the wing
roots. This process was repeated for the tailplane spars.
The tail wheel leg was made from scratch and fitted into one half but I had
not fitted in the fork/wheel assembly yet owing to its delicate structure. The tailwheel doors were replaced with my own home moulded items. The kit radiator
scoop intake was crushed due to being drawn too thinly so I cut it off and
moulded a new one over a carved wooden former.
The fuselage halves were joined, encasing the wing spars but not securing them
firmly to allow me to detail them. This will be explained further on.

I treated the nose halves as if they were the fuselage halves but had to do
some additional work like cutting out the exhaust slots, and fitting in a propeller
tube guide. Finally I made a shelf section inside the exhaust cut out to accommodate the scratchbuilt exhaust assembly. (Fig. 2) The halves were then cemented
together but the blisters on the nose were not distinct, so new ones were made
from scrap and glued on.

Diag. 1 – End and profile drawings of the alignment tab and
cockpit positioning. Drawn by Alan Yee
  

                

COCKPIT.
I scratch built the cockpit tub from plasticard in accordance to kit’s printed
cockpit fold-out. The instrument panel and side consoles were made by using the
sandwich method similar to that of the etched brass instrument panels with the
associated photo-negative film. (Fig. 7)
I also made levers from scratch for the throttle, prop pitch and fuel mixture
and added them accordingly. The control column/rudder bar assemblies were
made from scratch by referring to photos and installed. The kit seat was added
and the complete assembly slid into the fuselage, glued to the shelves previously
installed inside the fuselage halves, and the fuselage nose section fitted.

CANOPY.
The kit canopy was absolutely first class, in its own right but after referring
to both kit plan and photos, I found it to be severely oversized and there was no
getting away with it. I had a new one moulded over a carved wooden former.
Several were moulded as a precaution against mishaps, and the best one used.

EXHAUSTS.
I made twelve short pieces of brass tube and soldered them to shim
brass. A shelf was fitted across the nose section between the exhaust
cut outs, enabling the exhausts to be fitted after all painting had been
completed.

   (QG DQG SODQ SURILOH
 
WINGS.
The wheel well details were added by referring to various magazine articles
and cutaway drawings. Blocks were added to take the undercarriage legs. Firstly
the wheel well detail were added on the bottom wing halves. (Fig. 3) After that I
joined the bottom wing halves to the fuselage by aligning them with the loose
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RI WKH H[KDXVW DVVHPEO\ LQWR WKH IXVHODJH 'UDZQ E\

spars. (Fig. 4) Once aligned I superglued the whole assembly thus securing the
wings and correcting the dihedral simultaneously. Once that had all set I glued
the top halves of the wings, added the wing fillet fairings and sealed the gaps
with FEVISEAL, a filling putty nearly identical to Milliput but at a fraction of the
cost. (Fig. 5)

 

'U\ UXQ DVVHPEO\ RI ORZHU ZLQJV  IXVHODJH DQG ZLQJ VSDUV

Fig. 1 Above – Wheel well detail after both halves are assembled



  /RZHU ZLQJ KDOI ZLWK ZKHHO ZHOO GHWDLOV
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(QJLQH H[KDXVW DQG SURS DVVHPEO\
LQ DQ XSULJKW SRVLWLRQ
  

  





     

PROPELLERS.
I found the kit items to be severely oversize and incorrectly shaped when
compared with photos so I made them from scratch. When completed, the
props were inserted into their separate spinners and mounted on snug fitting
brass tubing so that being a contra rotating configuration they could freely
rotate independent of each other. The spinner assembly was then inserted into
the guide provided in the nose section. (Figs. 10, 11 & 13)
UNDERCARRIAGE.
Kit parts were not really useable, but served as a dimensional guide for
the replacements that were to be scratch built using photos and a cutaway
diagram as a visual guide, and wire dowels inserted into the legs for mounting
purposes. I obtained the tail wheel from spares and scratch built the fork.
The main wheels were replaced by resin Sea Fury accessories as they were
much better in finish and
required less work to produce. Unfortunately as with most of such items, the
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resin tyres were excessively bulged on the side-wall and had to be reduced by
sanding. (Fig. 12)
FINISHING.
After rubbing all of the surfaces of the whole model smooth I
sprayed the bottom yellow and then masked off the demarcation along
the fuselage for the application of the upper colours. The green and
grey camouflage scheme was then sprayed on. The marking scheme
for this particular aircraft was taken from various decal sheets. I was
fortunate to receive a pair of "P" markings from Michael Woodgate,
following a minor disaster where the glue on the first markings had
attacked the paint finish. Finally I assembled the more delicate parts
to the main model including the pitot tube, landing gear and doors and
was pleased that the finished article is a reasonable likeness of the
famous MB-5.
  

&ORVH XS VKRW RI WKH ILQLVKHG LWHP 3KRWR E\ 3LHWHU 6WURHWKRII

Figs. 14, 15 & 16 Above and below – show the
finished model in all it’s glory. It just goes to show
what a little patience and lot of skill can do. Pho-
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Reviews
Revell 1/72 Messerschmitt 262A

Moulded in a fine grey plastic implicative of
Hasegawao or Tamiya but aimed at only
pocket change it is surprising to see how
accurate it is. Without being too critical my
few complaints are the lack of access hinges
to the nose, and the shape of the canopy
however don’t misinterpret my feelings about
it as this has got to be one of the best value
kits going. My kit also suffered from extreme
warping in one of the wings but I don’t think
this problem will be carried through many of
them.
Construction
I chose to build the 262 straight from the box.
Although this allows no major surgery or
manufactured hardware I still am able to correct the hinges and panel lines, however I
cannot detail the wheel wells. This is a
shame because behind the well blanks there
lies a well detailed cockpit tub begging to be
seen.
Also I cannot replace navigation lights with
clear plastic, which is also lacking from the
kit. The well detailed wheel doors have been
sanded down to within a fraction of their existence for a better scale look. Also the tyres
needed attention as there was substantial
flash clogging the diamond tread. Gun barrels
have been drilled out, the hole for the gun
camera lens has been filled with clear fix and
the warped wing was set overnight with Methylene in a jig.
Before choosing a colour scheme the canopy
was fitted with PVA and masked with Tamiya
masking tape. Here it is evident the canopy is
too slender and not quite right at the front. I
filled it with styrene and Plasti-bond, then
filled the rest of the plane with Tamiya and
Plasti-bond fillers.
After a cote of Mr Surfacer 500 a join in the
starboard engine appeared. After priming,
filling, painting, filling, repainting and filling I
still cant hide it; I really don’t know why but I
believe it has to do with the cold weather
when I filled it.
Painting and Markings
I chose a colour scheme I had plenty of references on but what is most unique about to
this model, I think, is the absence of decals.
All markings are either masked and sprayed
or freehand painted. Only the black part of
the kill markings and nose cone dots are
Letraset tape.
This allowed me to better replicate the weathering as with each marking I was able to
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spray tones of each colour. This is probably
best indicated on the fuselage bands. They
have a pale, sun-faded appearance on the
upper surface where below they have almost
a fresh cote.
The 81/82/76 itself was very time consuming
because I mixed all paints from green, yellow,
blue, black, white and red to match the three
view reference in Airplane magazine. This
shows a fairly inconsistent representation of
each colour and this was replicated over the
model. Essentially every colour differentiation
has at least two new colours in it. Probably
the result of field repainting or a wide variety
of factors. 81 Brunviolet alone appears rich
brown in some places to light purples, and
even a very deep green in one.
Painting the Hakenkreuz was probably most
difficult. After scaling it down from references
I masked the whole thing out and sprayed the
entire shape black. A few close strokes of a
different shade creates a more realistic albeit
very subtle weathering. I masked this leaving
only a small line around it and sprayed white.
Here it was crucial that the line be the same
thickness all the way around. Unmasking
reveals the advantages of sprayed markings.
Crisp lines and no decal film plus colour that
reaches into the panel lines make the time
spent worthwhile.
Conclusion
Next time I build a ReveIl 262 I hope to open
the canopy to show off the adequately detailed cockpit and dremel out the wheel wells.
A few other details might top it off but for now
I’m more than satisfied with this fine kit.

Revell 1/72 Blohm & Voss BV P-194

In this case, “What on earth is the on the box”
would be a more appropriate heading for this
kit or the aircraft depicted. In hindsight this
should not be a surprise considering Airfix
has already done the BV 141 eons ago. The
kit parts are contained within two light grey
and one clear sprues.
The canopy is
moulded in two parts to allow for the opening
of the cockpit. The detail is exquisite with
finely engraved panel lines, detailed cockpit
tub fully furnished with a seat, joystick, instrument panel and rudder pedals. In addition
there is extra detailing in the bomb-bay interior and doors, wheel wells and landing gear
assembly and a fully detailed BMW engine
with provision to open up the cowl. Revell
was also thoughtful enough to insert a piece
of foam into part no. 14 to prevent the
moulded in rod projections from breaking off
during transit. What impressed me is part
no.12, the moulding in of the exhausts pipes
would add detail in an area usually neglected
by kit manufacturers in that area immediately
behind any radial engine. Only two 500kg
bombs came with the kit for the bomb bay.
The decal option although fictitious gives the
modeler the option of painting up the aircraft
in the late war greens or one in white distemper to be used against the Russians. The
decals are matte in finish and my sample had
a slight misalignment in the white on red letter outline. Nevertheless there is a full set of
stenciling for one so for such an aircraft that
did not exist, one does not have to adhere to
the colour scheme so a little artistic license
may be applied.
Only one other kit manufacturer that goes by
the name of MPM produces the same kit and
in the same scale but is only limited run.
The cockpit was built and painted without any
modification and the decal for the instrument
panel was used on the kit instrument panel
after rubbing off the moulded detail, which
seemed to be quite lacking. The major components were put together in one evening.
Although the kit did feature additional detail in
the bomb bay and engine, I decided to close
up the engine bay only to display the full lines
of this unusually looking aircraft. The only
problem I encountered with the main components was the tailplane refusing to slot into
the tailfin perpendicularly so I had to perform
some major surgery; make the slot in the
tailfin bigger.

building procedure; painting,..woo hoo….Do
recall that I mentioned artistic license so instead of following the kit’s colouring scheme,
I struck out on my own. Before I started on
the actual colours I prepared a quantity of
black and sprayed a thin line along the engraved panel lines to preshade the panel
prior to applying the camouflage colours.
I adopted the late war colour scheme of RLM
81, RLM 82 and RLM 76 airbrushed in free
hand. The colours applied had to be diluted
slightly and applied in successive coats in
order not to obliterate the black sprayed on
the panel lines.
Of course what makes Luftwaffe aircraft
popular modelling subjects: it’s the mottling,
There is nothing more masochistic than attempting to mottle a scheme on the fuselage
sides of a model aircraft in 1/72nd scale.
Then again I haven’t attempted to build any
Regia Aeronautica aircraft yet with the
calamari ring squiggles.
All of the upper colours were Tamiya acrylic
Khaki Drab mixed with a small quantity of
Tamiya acrylic Deep Green for RLM 81,
Tamiya Black Green mixed with a small
quantity of Tamiya Dark Green for RLM 82
and the lower surfaces just straight Gunze
Sangyo acrylic FS36622 for RLM 76.
The Luftwaffe colours that I have just described may alarm some Luftwaffe purists
and “Sacrilege” is one word I expect them to
use. I have various publications on particular
Luftwaffe aircraft, the Luftwaffe itself, colour
schemes used by the Luftwaffe and each of
them have their own version of the RLM colours. What makes it more interesting are the
model paint manufacturers with their own
version of the RLM colours sold in hobby
shops. With such a combination of the
‘Correct’ colour scheme, if you have a jar of
model paint that states RLM 81, 82, 76, use
it!!!
Getting
back on track…..errrr…oh the
BV194, I sprayed a coat of Humbrol Clear to
seal the colour and also to prep up the surface for decalling. The kit decals had a lot of
carrier film showing its extent when ready to
apply, but on the fragile side. I found that
using PVA wood glue and a small amount of
Gunze Sangyo Mr Softener made the decals
stick and conform nicely.
Another light coat of Humbrol clear sealed
the decals before a final coat of clear matt
where the latter is a made up concoction of
Selleys Satin Estapol and talcum thinned in
turpentine.
After the final coat had dried completely, I
sprayed a thinned down mix of grey and
black in the panel lines to emphasize wear
and tear and to restore some of the preshaded areas
Li Choo
Kit: Blohm & Voss BV P-194
Scale: 1/72nd
M anufacturer:
Revell
Type: Polystyrene
Material: Injection Moulded
Price: A$ 19.95
Supplier: Kellet’s
Hobbies, Liverpool.

Now for the my favourite part of the model
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